TASC’S MISSION IS TO
HELP PEOPLE MAINTAIN
THEIR HEALTH,
INDEPENDENCE, AND
DIGNITY BY MOBILIZING
VOLUNTEER DRIVERSTO
PROVIDE RIDES TO
ELIGIBLE RESIDENTS OF
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
SEACOAST
COMMUNITIES WE SERVE.
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Since then we added:
2008 Hampton Falls
2012 Kensington
2018 Brentwood
2021 East Kingston

Lonnie survived
Pearl Harbor.
Barbara mapped
locations in the Pacific as a
cartographer.

TASC’s first passenger
was a nonagenarian.
Over the years we’ve
helped quite a few

folks in their nineties;
some, veterans of
WWII .
• At age 19, George
was stationed in
the Pacific Theater.

In 2010 Dana lost
most of her vision.
As a single mom,
she needed help
getting to parentteacher meetings
& other school
events as well as
medical
appointments.
TASC was there
for her. We even
got her to a
surfing lesson!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dana rides the
waves!

2016—TASC GETS A WHEELCHAIR VAN
TASC acquired a
wheelchair accessible
minivan in 2016. With
a small group of specially trained volunteer
drivers, we’ve been
able to provide service
to our community
neighbors who depend
on wheelchairs and
other mobility devices.

The van is not only
key to accessing
medical care, it has
enabled those who
need it to do many
things that others
take for granted.
Chris was able to
engage in his civic
duty; he voted!

TASC does more than medical rides
BARBARA NICHOLSON

Volunteer drivers are
always needed!
• You decide how
many rides you’re
able to give.
• You choose where
you drive.
• You decide the time
of day that works
for you.
If you can’t be a driver,
we hope that you’ll
find a way to support
TASC .
There is always something you can do:

Barbara relied on our wheelchair
van for her appointments it’s true.
However, her family
was most grateful to TASC because
we were the only service that would
take Barbara to her daughter’s
wedding!
We also were able to grant her 2020 Christmas
wish to ride around town and see folks’ light
displays.
TASC will try to fulfill any request, as long as we
have a driver available for the ride.

IN 2020, COVID19
TURNED THE WORLD
UPSIDE DOWN!
for chronic illnesses
and disease whose care
couldn’t be put off.

•

Help spread the
word that TASC
needs more drivers

•

Like us on Facebook ...

•

Like us on Instagram ...

•

Share our posts!

Margie and MaryEllen
became fast friends!

With your help TASC
can continue strengthening our communities by helping our
neighbors in need of a
lift!

We all know how awful so
many people felt during the
height of the pandemic.
Imagine how difficult it was
for our older neighbors.

www.tasc-rides.org

TASC drivers stayed
the course!

Many have extremely fragile immune systems; they
were being actively treated
200 High Street
Hampton, NH 03842

TASC’s drivers made
sure that our most vulnerable neighbors continued to get to vital
health care treat–
ments.
The big bonus is that
they made friends along
the way, at a time when
being with a friend was
rare.
Phone: 603-926-9026
E-mail:coordinator@tasc-rides.org

